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“The food scene
is a bit like Lima
in Peru.
We have the typical
cuisine, but
lots of new ideas
happening
at the same time”
Alexandre Silva, head chef, Loco

Move over Barcelona – Rosie Birkett discovers
why Lisbon is fast becoming Europe’s hottest and most
unexpected culinary capital
Photographs by Helen Cathcart
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o you like piri
That's why I'm here and I’ve dived straight
piri? Because
in with a crash course in the city’s most
this one is
sharable edible heritage. Petiscos (pronounced
really, really
‘pettishcosh’), are Lisbon’s answer to tapas and
hot,” smiles
Pedroso, a local journalist and food authority
Célia Pedroso,
who’s written a book on Portuguese cuisine
as she shakes
is giving me a tour. We’re standing at the glass
a few drops of
counter in Merendinha do Arco 230 Rua dos
thin, sticky,
Sapateiros) in the busy Baixa district of the city,
red sauce onto
sampling this eating tradition. Merendinha
the side of our
is a tasca: a small, informal neighbourhood
goldenrestaurant, where locals crowd around petiscos
crusted cuttleﬁ sh and parsley-ﬂecked salt-cod
of salt-cod fritters called pataniscas and drink
fritters. The pleasing warmth of the sweet, ﬁery
cold beer. Like many of the city’s ubiquitous
sauce cuts through the fatty batter and I’m
tascas, it has a glass window onto the street
shaking it all over my plate with happy
that lures in hungry passersby with a glimpse
of what you can order inside.
abandon, when I’m hit by a blistering afterburn.
Petiscos are an integral part of Lisbon’s food
I reach immediately for the chilled lambreta
culture, yet I’d never heard the word until this
(a small glass tumbler) of refreshing Portuguese
tour, designed by the Inspira Santa Marta Hotel
Super Bock lager and its hoppy, ice-cold ﬁ zz is
and Pedroso, who’s delighted that
quenching enough to start
her city’s cuisine is ﬁ nally gaining
the whole delicious cycle of fried
traction. “People didn’t used to
ﬁshy things, chilli sauce and beer
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come to Lisbon for our food,” she
all over again.
NOTES
says,“but that’s changed so
When it comes to perceptions
much lately. It’s really gaining
about its gutsy, globally inﬂected
1. PASTEL DE NATA
momentum. We have excellent
cuisine, Lisbon has always lagged
What – custard tarts
wine and this is only
behind neighbouring cities like
Where – Pasteis
just being discovered too. We have
Barcelona, Rome and Paris, but over
de Belem or
visitors coming from all over the
the past year, something has
Manteigaria
world now and they’re not just
changed. Judging by the growing
Why – the old cake
coming for the pastéis de nata.”
number of tip-oﬀs I've been getting
factory in the Belem
district is considered
from in-the-know foodies, the
While the city’s food might
charming, pastel-painted
the inventor,
be relatively new to the global
Portuguese capital is now
but IMHO,
culinary limelight, an adventurous
very much on a roll.
Mantaigaria makes
seafaring history means that this
the best in the city.
small country’s gastronomic impact
Part of this is almost certainly
has been far-reaching. “We
down to inﬂuential Portuguese
discovered the piri piri chilli in
chefs, such as Nuno Mendes
Brazil and introduced it in Africa. We
(Taberna de Mercado) and Leandro
took it to India and to Asia, to places like Thailand
Carreira (resident chef at Climpson's Arch), who
and China – they didn’t have hot chillies before
have both helped to get the word out in London,
that,” says Pedroso.
both celebrating and elevating their country’s
national cuisine. The other reason is slighly more
“Very early in the 16th century, we were
elusive, but it says a lot about the way culinary
privileged to have access to so many herbs
trends start these days. Lisbon – and,
and spices from other countries. Coriander we
in particular, its food – is just so delectably
brought back from Asia, with black pepper and
Instagrammable, its beautifully packaged
cinnamon. The Portuguese were doing all this
tinned sardines, golden-yolked custard tarts
trade with food and it shaped the way we eat.”
and sparklingly fresh seafood all crying out to
Th is culinary wanderlust is evident in many
be snapped and shared.
of the dishes we taste: in the plate of prawns

Previous page White-ﬁsh ceviche at A Cevicheria, which champions Peruvian cuisine Opposite, clockwise from top left fried
horse mackerel at Restaurant A Merendinha do Arco; Café Nationale, open since 1829 and still retaining its elegant interior;
possibly the best pastéis de nata in town (you decide) at Manteigaria; one of Lisbon's many pretty tiled houses
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Opposite page, clockwise from top left Praça Dom Pedro IV, better known as Rossio Square; pear ice
cream, camomile soup and miso cream dessert at Loco; Lisbon wall tiles; percebes (goose barnacles)
at Cervejaria Romiro. This page spheriﬁed olives at José Avillez's gourmet bar/restaurant Mini Bar
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as music plays and people drink and dance
sizzling in olive oil tossed with coriander and
until the early hours.
garlic that we eat at Fábulas restaurant 14
That's not to say that the gastro scene here
Calçada Nova de São Francisco; fabulas.pt) in
is only focused on the past. José Avillez – who
the swanky Chaido district and in the ground
has ﬁve restaurants and a new, multiconcept
cinnamon that’s dusted onto the freshly made
venture, Bairro do Avillez, due to open later this
pastéis de nata we eat at Manteigaria 2 Rua do
month - updates petiscos classics at his Mini
Loreto, a now legendary custard-tart shop,
Bar restaurant 58 Rua António Maria Cardoso;
making 5,000 (which always sell out) per day.
minibar.pt). Here, sweet, ceviche-ed Algarve
Outside, in the Bairro Alto district, a bell rings
prawns are garnished with micro-cress and
each time a fresh batch is pulled out of the
red-pepper purée, then served on half a lime,
ovens. Inside, we watched as baker Sérgio Cruz
which you eat from and then squeeze into your
rolled out the pastry. Manteigaria only opened
mouth. Avillez interned at elBulli and there’s
two years ago, yet its roaring success (there are
more than a whiﬀ of the molecular in his
daily queues out the door) is down to the way it
spheriﬁed olives and ‘edible' cocktails.
has embraced a heritage food and perfected it.
At his recently opened Loco restaurant
At its partial namesake, Manteigaria
53B Rua Navegantes; facebook.com/
Silva 1 C/D Rua Dom Antão De Almada;
locorestaurant), chef Alexandre Silva, who
manteigariasilva.pt), preservation is also key.
also has a restaurant in the city’s brilliant Time
With its faded marble surfaces and intricately
Out-owned Mercado da Ribeira food market 49
carved woodwork, this time-warp food store
Avenida 24 de Julho, serves a
has been open since 1890. One side
reﬁ ned, 14-course tasting menu
of it is a ‘bacalhaoria’ dedicated to
based around Portuguese products,
Portugal’s favourite food, bacalhau
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but informed by his travels.
(salt cod), from Iceland – the
NOTES
His plates are minimal and
Portuguese have over 1,000 recipes
elegant
– a far cry from the hefty
using the cured ﬁsh – that can be
2. GINJINHA/GINJA
portions of fried petiscos we’ve
bought by the kilo; the other is a
What – sour-cherry
been having. A snack of chopped
deli showcasing its love for tinned
liqueur
salt cod on a puﬀed rice cracker
ﬁsh, handmade sausages and hams,
Where – Sem Rival
with a pearl of cured egg yolk
which hang from hooks.
Why – the raw
comes atop a dish sprouting cress.
“These black pigs eat only
alcohol they steep
Horse mackerel - the local ﬁ sh we
acorns,” says Pedroso as she
the ginjas (sour
ate deep fried at Merendinha - is
oﬀers us the fruity, meltingly soft,
cherries) in here is
served sliced and raw, seasoned
40-month-cured bellota ham made
softer, so the drink’s
with Asian spices, spring onion and
in Barrancos, close to the Spanish
more palatable.
soy; and fresh squid is cut into ﬁ ne
border. “It’s actually better than the
Eat the cherries –
strands and served in a savoury
Spanish ham, because our rules are
they’re potent.
broth of pig's trotters.
diﬀerent and they have to spend
“It’s an exciting time to be
more time eating acorns than in
cooking in Lisbon," Silva says. "I
Spain. It’s just that we’re rubbish at
think the food scene is a bit like Lima
marketing, so no one realises how good it is.”
in Peru. We have our typical cuisine, but lots of
As you wander Lisbon’s colourful streets,
things happening at the same time – new ideas,
with its purple jacaranda trees and mismatched
restaurants and new clients.”
pastel-fronted houses, past stalls peddling piles
The comparison to the Peruvian capital is an
of ripe cherries and roadside kiosks pouring
ice-cold beer, it’s impossible not to feel that food astute one, especially given the city’s magpie
culinary inﬂuences and penchant for ﬁsh and
and drink is somehow ingrained in this city’s
seafood (Portugal is the world’s fourth-biggest
DNA. Our visit is during the Feast of St
consumer of ﬁsh). Nowhere is this more
Anthony, Lisbon’s patron saint, whose
apparent than at A Cevicheria 129 Rua Dom
celebrations coincide happily with sardine
Pedro V; facebook.com/ACevicheriaChefKiko),
season. Locals celebrate with sardine parties,
in the lively Príncipe Real neighbourhood,
the streets foggy with the smoke of BBQs,

Opposite page, from top left Lisbon rooftops; BBQ-ed octopus at A Cevicheria; a sardine party
in the Alfama district, which happen around the time of the Feast of St Anthony in the middle of June;
innovative chef Alexandre Silva from restaurant Loco
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3. PERCEBES
The next day, we bump into Martins
What – goose
where chef Kiko Martins has
at Ramiro 1H Avenida Almirante
barnacles
created a visually arresting
Reis; cervejariaramiro.pt), Lisbon’s
Where – Ramiro
restaurant dedicated to the
most famous ﬁsh restaurant. As I
Why – people come
Peruvian dish, but made with local
tuck into a plate of scarlet prawns,
from all over the
products. Behind the central marble
whose head juices are used to dress
world to eat seafood
bar is an immaculate display of
the sweet white meat, the chef
at Ramiro, but to eat
fresh ﬁsh on ice; above,
reveals something to me. “I’m
like a local, order
a sculpture of a swirling, giant
opening another restaurant, but I
the percebes.
octopus hints at the bold and
can’t tell you what it is yet.” He
Delicious.
beautiful dishes you can expect.
grins. No matter, something tells
We eat colourful bowls of the
me I’ll be back in Lisbon again in no
white-ﬁ sh ceviche, swimming
time at all.
in a bracing, but perfectly balanced
tiger's milk, and fat tentacles of BBQ-ed octopus Rosie was a guest of Inspira Santa Marta
Hotel (inspirahotels.com. The Petiscos Tour is
served on a deeply savoury squid-ink mash
available on a two-night B&B package, €548
with crunchy nuggets of puﬀed, golden pork
for two, or as a stand-alone for €95pp
skin and citrussy fronds of micro-coriander.
From left A Cevicheria, with its trademark octopus ceiling decoration; clams with coriander at restaurant Ramiro

DESTINATION LISBON
hotels.easyJet.com
Beautiful Pousada de Lisboa, in
the central Praça do Comércio, has an
indoor pool, free wi-ﬁ, bar and restaurant.

easyJet.com/holidays*
Three nights B&B at four-star
Mercure Lisboa, departing London Luton
on 11 December, from £125pp.
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easyJet
ﬂies to Lisbon from 19
destinations. See our guide on page
130. easyJet.com
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